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Ademco vista 20p

Honeywell VISTA-20P is an alarm control panel and a member of the Honeywell VISTA security system series. This workhorse of a panel has been around for a very long time, once being known as ADEMCO VISTA 20P. While VISTA-20P is considered a residential alarm control panel, it is certainly
equipped with enough features to be used in commercial light settings as well. VISTA-20P consists of a circuit board installed inside a metal alarm cabinet. Alarm keyboards, wired alarm devices, wireless receivers, wired expansion modules, programmable relays, and alarm sirens can be connected to
the alarm control panel circuit board to customize the security system. Unlike the autonomous wireless alarm control panels, such as Honeywell LYNX Plus or Honeywell LYNX Touch, the VISTA-20P alarm control panel will need to be paired with at least (1) the alarm keypad to control the security
system. The Honeywell VISTA-20P alarm control panel supports up to (64) total protection zones. There are (8) wired areas embedded in the alarm control panel itself. Using the area doubling feature, you can extend those (8) areas up to a total of (15) areas. You can also add wired or wireless
expansion modules to expand the total number of areas. When updated with a honeywell 5881ENH wireless receiver with unlimited area, you can add up to (56) wireless zones using any of the Honeywell 5800 series wireless devices for a total of (64) protection zones. You can also use hardwired area
expanders, would be Honeywell 4219 if you want to use up to (48) wired areas. Zones 49 to 64 are classified as button areas, also known as key fob areas. However, these areas can actually be used as any type of wireless area if necessary. Zone 1 on THE VISTA-20P is configuration by default as a fire
protection zone and supports up to (16) two-wire smoke detectors, but can also be reprogrammed for any other type of area as well. Honeywell VISTA-20P can also be partitioned, and features (2) partitions that can protect (2) independent areas. There is also an optional 3a partition called the common
partition. You can arm any of the partitions, while leaving the common area disarmed so that any of the primary partitions are accessible. When both partitions 1 and 2 are armed, the common partition will automatically arm as well. Honeywell VISTA-20P is controlled by wired alarm keyboards and you
can add up to (8) console keyboard, such as Honeywell 6150, Honeywell 6150RF, or Honeywell 6160V. In addition to (8) console keyboards, you can also add up to (4) touchscreen keyboards, including Honeywell Tuxedo Touch or Honeywell Tuxedo Touch WIFI using (4) have device addresses. We do
not recommend using an AUI touchscreen keyboard to program Honeywell VISTA-20P. In fact, a fixed keyboard for the English console, would be Honeywell 6148, is not is Programming control panel either you won't be able to navigate any of the menu-based programming locations with this type of
keyboard. The Grid alarm suggests at least one alphanumeric alarm keyboard, would be Honeywell 6160 to be installed with VISTA-20P for full programming access. Honeywell 6160RF wireless receiver alarm keyboard unlimited area is an ideal addition to a VISTA-20P alarm control panel, as it updates
VISTA-20P with (56) available wireless areas and provides access to advanced programming menus using a single device. The Honeywell alarm control panel is powered by a plug-in included 120VAC input to 16.5VAC output (25VA) step-down transformer (Honeywell 1321), which must be wired to
terminals 1 and 2 on vista-20P terminal alarm control tape. Terminals 4 and 5 provide auxiliary power (up to a maximum of 12VDC, 600mA) for power ing devices, such as keyboards, motion detectors, glass-breaking detectors, etc. Terminals 3 and 4 provide up to a 12VDC alarm output, 2AMP for
compatible ringtones. When an burglar alarm is prevented, VISTA-20P uses a constant output and when a fire alarm is prevented, a temporal pulse is used. A rechargeable lead-acid battery can also be used to provide backup power during power outages. You must use at least one 12VDC, 4AH backup
battery, which should provide up to (24) hours of backup power. You can use terminals 21-24 to connect a traditional phone line to Honeywell VISTA-20P if you want to monitor the alarm of the phone line for the alarm control panel. As more and more owners of security systems are getting rid of their
home phones, VISTA-20P is also compatible with alarmNet alternative alarm monitoring communicators alarm. Add Honeywell 7847i for monitoring internet alarms, Honeywell LTE-XA or LTE-XV or Honeywell LTE-IV or LTE-IA for dual track monitoring, which uses both GSM communications on the
internet and on GSM cellular communications networks. Honeywell Vista 20P is a very flexible system that is very scalable and modular to suit an extremely wide range of needs. There are 8 hardwired areas built into the panel which is often enough areas for a small installation. The total number of zones
can be expanded by another 40 zones by extending hardwired or wirelessly; making it great for large residential applications as well. Vista 20P can have up to two partitions, so you can create 2 unique areas in a single site that are armed and disarmed separately. Vista 20P has just about any kind of
accessory you could have with a wide range of sensors, numerous means of communication, various expansion modules and keyboards, and compatibility with large third-party equipment is one of the most versatile systems on the market. Honeywell Vista 20P has a total capacity of 48 zones. It comes
with 8 hardwired areas on the panel with the ability to do doubling the area on zones 2 to 8 for a total of 15 15 areas of the box. We recommend using a 4219 zone expander or a 4229 zone expander instead of doubling the area. We find it easier to install and troubleshoot with an area expander than to
duplicate the area, but it's available to you. And with 5 expanding area you can have a total of up to 48 hardwired areas. With a 6160RF keyboard or a wireless receiver 5881ENH zones 9-48 on Vista 20P can be used for wireless as well as providing the system up to 40 wireless areas. In addition, a
wireless receiver will provide dedicated areas for wireless key fos, would be the 5834-4 four remote wireless button. Dedicated areas for which they are 49-64. Each button on the key now will occupy one of these areas. The panel can be programmed with 48 user codes, which can be very useful for
settings where many people need access to the alarm system. Vista 20P can have up to 8 keyboards, 4 of which can be touchscreen keyboards, such as Touch Tuxedo or 6280. Touchscreen keyboards are a great addition to the system for their sleek look and intuitive interface. They make the day-to-day
operation of the alarm system much easier to use. On the top of the convenient interface, Tuxedo has the added feature of a built-in Z-Wave controller to communicate with Z-Wave devices that can be controlled locally on the keyboard or LAN. With Total Connect it can be controlled from anywhere you
have an internet connection. The Z-Wave controller in Tuxedo cannot be used remotely with another service such as Alarm.com. The bell exits on the panel have 2 power amps available; enough to drive a very loud mermaid. One of our louder sirens, sd30W, attracts 1.2 amps and puts on a tone that is
120 decibels. It's as cool as the front row of a rock concert. If you happen to need more power for your sirens, we'll sell an add-on kit. It comes with a PC5003c expansion cabinet, an Ademco 12612 power module for an additional 1.2 amp power, a PTC1640 power transformer, and a BD412 backup
battery. Also, choose the Elk 912 relay to trigger the siren to the alarm. With this configuration minus the Elk 912 relay, you can also power additional keyboards, smoke detectors, motion detectors, or other powered items that can overload the auxiliary power on the main panel. Auxiliary power can
provide 600 milliamps for these types of devices. Vista 20P is also compatible with numerous devices and services, so you can control remotely. These services give you features such as the ability to remotely weaponize and disarm, modify user codes and receive notifications for alarm and other The
exact set of features varies from a service to a service. There's Honeywell Total Connect, of course. Total Connect requires a Honeywell IP or cellular communicator and central station monitoring. Then you can choose the service level from Total Connect there. IPDatatel has some both IP and cellular,
would be IP CAT CDMA, which are fully compatible with Vista 20P. They can only be used for self-monitoring or also send alarm signals to a central station as well. Eyez-on has made another great IP security interface for Vista 20P called EnviaLink 4. The basic service on this device is free, other than
the initial cost of hardware and is excellent for self-monitoring. And the latest addition to the honeywell Vista series option is the Module Improvement System (SEM) from Alarm.com. Alarm.com is one of the most popular and features smart home security platforms. SEM allows Alarm.com to be inversely
compatible with Vista 20P with only one major feature unavailable: image sensors. Alarm.com can also be used for self-monitoring, central station monitoring, or a combination of the two. Honeywell Vista 20P kits come with a keyboard (different model for each kit), Vista 20P panel, cabinet, closet lock,
power transformer, backup battery, user and installation manuals, Wave-2 siren, IS3035 motion detector, and RJ31X phone jack and cable set. There are five different kits, each with a different keyboard. The first is the 6160 keyboard. It's a standard customizable alphanumeric keyboard. The 6160
keyboards are recommended for programming. From there, there are two other kits that come with 6160 style keyboard: 6160RF and 6160V. These keyboards are very similar to regular 6160, with a feature added on each. 6160RF comes with a built-in wireless receiver that will make Vista 20P



compatible with honeywell 5800 wireless components. The 6160V adds good voice news to the keyboard with a fixed vocabulary. Honeywell also has two kits that come with touchscreen style keyboards: 6280 and Tuxedo Touch. The interface on both keyboards is very similar. The biggest difference is
that Tuxedo has a built-in Z-Wave controller, so you can interface the alarm system with home automation equipment. Equipment.
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